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Bidirectional Grammatical Encoding using
Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar
Guido Minnenl
1 Introduction
Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG), as introduced by Shieber 8z
Schabes (( 1990a] and [1990b]), is an extension ofTree Adjoining Grammar (Joshi
[1987b]) with respect to semantics. The underlying idea is that the notion, ex-
tended with respect to CFG, of the domain of syntactic locality implicit in TAG
corresponds to a domain of semantic locality. Therefore TAG can be used for
the syntactic, as well as the semantic description of natural language. Shieber
8c Schabes formalize this idea through a mapping from elementary syntactic
TAG structures to their semantic counterparts also stated as elementary TAG
structures~ .
The resulting formalism allows for a description of natural language which
can be used in a bidirectional fashion, without having to depend on separate
architectures for generation and parsing. The way in which this is achieved
constitutes a significant improvement upon earlier related approaches to tactical
natural language generation ( Shieber [1988] and Calder et al. [1989]).
We will investigate whether synchronous TAG satifies the psycholinguistic
restrictions imposed upon tactical generation by Levelt's, primarily psycholin-
guistically otiented, model of the speaker (Levelt [1989]). Aiming at a tactical
generator, which is attractive, not only viewed from a computational and lin-
guistic perspective, but also from a psycholinguistic perspective.
tI wsnt to thsnk Gererd Kempen snd Erik-Jsn vsn der Linden for vslusble discu~sioni
~nd Wietske S~jtsms snd Pieter Nieuwint for their comments on esrlier draft~ of the srticle.
~A~ Shieber tc Schsbe~ point out, synchronow TAG doe~ not neee~ssrily need to consti-
tute s mspping from ~yntsctic to semantic elementary structures; but we will focus on thi~
mepping, becsu~e we sre primarily interested in the tsctical generstion of nstursl lsnguege
expre~sion~ on the basi~ of logical form expre~~iom.
1
2 Grammatical Encoding
In order to focus on the restrictions Levelt imposes upon tactical generation, it
is necessary to give a short description of Levelt's model of the speaker and the
way the separate modules in his model operate with repect to each other.
Levelt distinguishea three independent modules in his model: the concep-
tualizer, the formulator and the articulator. The conceptualizer can be viewed
as the strategic component of the model. The formulator consists of two inter-
dependent components: the grammatical encoder and the phonologicai encoder.
The grammatical encoder is the component traditionally viewed as the tactical
component.
Each of the modules operates on a stream of characteristic input elements.
The modules operate on this characteristic input according to Wundt's principle,
which states that a module gets activated at the moment it is confronted with
a minimal quantity of its characteristic input. Nowhere in the model is there at
any time a full representation of the sentence under production; the autonomous
modules in the model process a sentence in a parallel piecemeal fashion. Conse-
quently, the modules (and the components within these modules) must operate
incrementally.
In order to satisfy the incrementality constraint the grammatical encoder
must not only construct tree structures incrementally, but also support incre-
mental realization. In other words, the phonological encoder operates on some
pieces of a tree structure without the grammatical encoder having actually fin-
ished that tree structure.
The grammatical encoder is the component we are primarily interested in.
The characteristic input of this component Levelt calls the preverbal message.
A lezical entry (lemma) will be activated when its meaning matchea part of
the preverbal message. The lemmas are stored in a so-called mental lexicon.
This lexicon is bidirectional and therefore constitutea a declarative represen-
tation of semantic, lezical and phonological information. According to Levelt,
the structural syntactic information necessary to construct the tree structure
corresponding to the preverbal message is procedurally stored within the gram-
matical encoder.
We attempt to use the synchronous TAG formalism for grammatical encod-
ing without losing any of the attractive features with respect to bidirectionality
mentioned in the preceding section, thereby establishing bidirectional grammat-
ical encoding.
2
3 Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar
A synchronous TAG3 consista of tree pairs and a tree pair consists of two el-
ementary atructures, one from the natural language and one from the formal
language ( logical form).
Nodes, one írom each elementary structure in the tree pair, may be linked;
we represent such links by meana of indicea. The interpretation of these links
is that operations (substitution or adjunction) on the tree pairs must occur at
both enda of a link. After a link has been acted upon, it is removed from the
reaulting tree structures. All other links are preserved in the result.
When we project the tree pairs in a synchronoua TAG onto their first or
second components (ignoring the links), the projections are TAGs for a natural
language fragment and a logical form fragment, respectively. These grammars
are themselves written in a particular variant of TAG; the choice of this baae
formaliam, as Shieber 8t Schabes call it, is free.
As an illustration, a small sample grammar ( figure 1) 4 , needed for the
derivation of sentence ( 1) is presented.
(I) John kisses Mary tenderly.
Suppose we start with tree pair 1 in figure 1. We choose the link from
the subject NP to T and ttee pair 3 to perform synchronous substitution to
its nodes. Using ttee pair 4 on the remaining link from NP to T yields the
declarative sentence `John kisses Mary.'. We can continue the derivation by
combining the resultant with tree pair 2, through synchronous adjunction, in
order to modify the verb. Figure 2 shows the derived tree pair for the derivation
of sample sentence (1).
4 The Lexicalized Multicomponent Base For-
malism
4.1 Incorporation
Throughout this article we will use a multicomponent base formalism (Joshi
[1987a]). In synchronous multicomponent TAGs the primitive operation is in-
~ We assume fsmilisrity with previous work on TAG~, throughout the artiele. See, for
instanee, the introduction by Joshi [1987a].
~ We use ~tandard TAG notatioa, marking foot aode~ in auzilisry trees with 't' and node~
where sub~titution i~ to oeeur with'i'. By coavention, the set of morphologieal flexions of
a word i~ written ~urrounded by baelula~hes. When a word in a tree is not ~urrounded by
bsck~lashe~, it ~tandi tor the inflected form. The noaterminsl nsme~ in the logicsl form
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Figure 3
corporation (by multiple substitutions and adjunctions) of a set of elementary
structures, at the same time. The links between trees connect a set of nodes
in one tree with a set in another. These so-called hyperlinks, just like the links
introduced in section 3, are represented by means of coindexing. The interpre-
tation of hyperlinks is that when a tree pair is chosen to operate at the link, it
must have sets of the correct sizes as its left and right components and the sets
are simultaneously used at the various nodes.
The multicomponent base iormalism makes it possible to give an elegant
account of quantifier scopings (Shieber 8c Schabes [1990a]). Furthermore, it is a
useful eztension ofTAG in order to describe rightward eztraction (extraposition
from NP)(Kroch (1987] and Kroch 8z Joshi (1986]).
A quantifiable noun will be paired with a set of two semantic elementary
structures (tree pair 1 in figure 3)56. This multicomponent tree pair can, for
ezample, be applied to tree pair 1 in figure 1. The determiner can be introduced
with the simple tree pair 2.
4.2 Lexicalization
We assume that the tree construction process is lezically guided. This is pri-
marily motivated by arguments put forward by Kempen 8t Hoenkamp (1987]
which are based on lexical idiosyncrasies of verbs with respect to wh-movement
and topicalization. In Dutch, for example, the verb denken (`to think') behaves
differently from the verb weten (`to know') with respect to wh-movement over
clauses: denken does, but weten does not, allow wh-movement over clauses. In
most rule-based grammar formalisms this results in undesirable non-determinism,
`Thi~ example i~ tsken from Shicber ic Schabe~ [1990aj.
aThe fsct thet the right-hsnd side of tree pair 1 consi~t~ of a~et of elementsry ~truciure~
is represented by angled brscketing. The ~ubsmpt z oa certain aodes is the value of a festure
on the nodes corre~ponding to the variable bound by the quantifier.
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because these lexical idiosyncrasies become available to the tree construction
procesa at a very late stage.
Abeillé [1990] indicates how these lexical idiosyncrasiea on the applicability
of lezical and ayntactic rules caa be accounted for in a natural way in TAG
by means of lezicalization. In consequence, we will be using a lexicalized ver-
sion of the multicomponent base formalism, which means that each elementary
structure is systematically associated with a lezical item (or semantic terminal).
5 Families of Tree Pairs
The lezicalisation of synchronous TAG has far-reaching consequences for the
number of tree pairs in the grammar ( or rather the lexicon). A lot of lexical
items will have a variety of tree pairs. The transitive verb eat, for example,
requires separate tree pairs for the following constructions: declarative sentence,
relativization of the subject, relativization of the object, wh-movement of the
subject, wh-movement of the object, topicalization ot ..... etc. The members of
these so-called familiea of tree pairs ( Abeillé 8c Schabes [1989]) in the lexicon
are not formally related~. This is unsatisfactory, because one does not want to
stipulate the results of syntactic processes, but to describe these processes in
such a way that the results follow from them. One cannot be content with a
linguistic theory that treats these tree pairs as unrelated.
)~om a computational point of view, using tamilies of tree pairs is unattrac-
tive, because in constructing a tree structure one is forced to solve problems
one would rather avoid or postpone. F~rthermore, it necessitates a splitting up
ot the lexicon into families of trees and lerical entries in order to keep it man-
ageable. Although in a few articles on TAG a treatment of families of trees by
means of lexical (meta)rules and transformational rules was hinted at (Kroch
[1987], Joshi [1987] and Schabes [1990]), this has not been materialized.
The incorporation operation allows a substantial reduction of the size of fam-
ilies of tree pairs. This reduction is obtained by moving structural information
associated with the tree pairs in a family to other tree pairs in the lexicon in a
way reminiscent of type-lifting in categorial grammar. It ís possible to derive,
for example, topicalized elementary structures from the elementary structure
corresponding to the minimal declarative sentence. This is illustrated in figure
4.
Tree pair 1, representing the minimal declarative sentence with the verb kie~
as the lezicalized element, can combine with tree pair 2 in case of topicalization89.
~Note that this problem is not s result of the mapping betwcen ~yntaz and semantics in
synehronous TAG, but that it is s general problem for lezicalised TAG.
~The fact that a term is topicalised is represented by meaxu of the terminsl TOPIC.
'The Cact that tree pair 2 e~tablishe~ topicalisation of the object-positioa remaini implicit
due to the indicc~ usociated with the elementary structuzes in tree pair 1. In order to allow
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The derived tree pair corresponding to sentence ( 2) is represented in figure 5.














Aa a result of the description of topicalisation using incorporation within the
family of tree pairs associated with a transitive verb, which allows topicalization,
topicalized structures do not need to be ezplicitly enumeratedlo. Relativization
topicalisstion of the ~ubject sdditionel indiee~ are aeee~sary.
toNote that it i~ impos~ible to lexicslise the left component of tree pair 2. Although thi~ is
not obligatory the right component i~ lexicaliced. It seems reasonsble to sssume thst the fsct
Chat ~ term i~ topicaliied is repre~ented in the logical form.
i
and wh-movement can be treated in a way similar to the treatment of topicalized










Again, tree pair 1 corresponds to the minimal declarative sentence. In order
to derive a wh-question, tree pair 2 has to be adjoined to tree pair 1. The
resulting derived tree pair no longer needs to be stated in the lexicon separately.
~ee pair 1 in figure 4 and tree pair 1 in figure 6 are in fact the same,
but we have included it again because it needs additional coindexing in order
to derive wh-questions. In the lezicon these tree pairs are collapsed into one,
and coindezing encodes the possibilities for topicalization, relativization and
wh-movement either by means of the number of indices in the right and left
component (as noted in 4.1, in order to operate upon a link a tree pair must
have the correct sizes as its left and right components) or local constraints upon
these indices, which are necessary in order to avoid overgeneration and to justify
lexical idiosyncrasies (see section 6.1).
The treatment of topicalization, relativization and wh-movement suggested
above changes neither the weak generative capacity (string sets), nor the strong
generative capacity (tree sets), because incorporation is only used to períorm
multiple adjunction and~or substitution into distinct nodes of a single elemen-
tary structure (Shieber 8t Schabes (1990a] and Schabes (1990]). This also pre-
vents the violation of the intuitions about the domain of locality implicit in
(synchronous) TAG.
It is of course encouraging that it is possible to reduce the siae of families
of tree pairs to this eztent within a multicomponent base formalism, without
violating any of the assumptions underlying (synchronous) TAG. We think that
the theoretical and practical advantages make it worth to investigate whether
it ia possible to take this approach to the limit: minimalizing the structural




Like TAG, synchronous TAG allows inctemental tree construction. However,
incremental construction of tree structures does not ensure that the tactical gen-
eration process, as a whole, meets the incrementality consttaint ( Levelt [1989],
Kempen 8c Hoenkamp ( 1987]). Due to the fact that the chronological order in
which the various elementary structures are attached to the syntactic tree struc-
ture need not be identical to their left-to-right order in the utterance, a true
incremental tactical generation process must allow the incremental realiaation
of an utterance, (partially) during the construction of the corresponding tree
structure ( incremental realization). Otherwise, one is forced to postpone the
factual realiEation of an utterance until the tree structure is completed, which
means that the ability to construct a tree structure incrementally has only some
practical significance.
6.1 Local Constraints on Adjunction
For linguistic descriptions it is convenient and sometimes necessary to be specific
as to which elementary structures can be adjoined at a given node; this is
especially necessary to avoid overgenetation. This is ezactly what is achieved
by so-called local conatrainta on adjunction (7oshi [1985],[1987b]). In TAG one
can, for each node in an elementary structure, specify one of the following three
constraints on adjunction:
. Selective Adjunction (SA): Only a specified subset of the set of all elemen-
tary structures is adjoinable at node n.
~ Null Adjunction (NA): No elementary structures are adjoinable at node
n.
~ Obligatory Adjunction (OA): At least one elementary structure ( of all the
elementary trees ac~joinable at n) must be adjoined at n.
Although Shieber 8c Schabes do not mention this in their description of syn-
chronous TAG, it is obvious that like TAG, synchronous TAG needs to be ez-
tended with the possibility of stating local constraints on adjunction. Instead of
associating local constraints with nodes in elementary structures, in synchronous
TAG, these constraints should, of course, be associated with (hyper)links. For
instance, in the case of topicalization the necessity of these constraints becomes
apparent. The adjunction of tree pair 2 into tree pair 1 in figure 4 is permitted
just once. This cannot be ezpressed in synchronous TAG without constraining
the links in tree pair 2, by means of an NA constraint. More than one elemen-
tary structure can be adjoined into another elementary structure as long as each
tree is adjoined at a distinct node. Therefore this constraint cannot be imposed
upon tree pair 1.
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In order to start realizing an utterance, it is necessary to be able to decide
whether a certain subtree is finished or not. While this might be trivial in case
of CFGs (s subtree is finished if all its non-terminal nodes are ezpanded up to
terminal level), it is not in the case of TAGs, due to the ac~junetion operation.
The adjunction operation allows the ezpansion of a tree structure even if all its
non-terminal nodes have been ezpanded up to terminal level; this because the
adjunction operation allows the insertion of additional structure at any level at
any time during the tree construction process.
This means that it is impossible to start realising a tree atructure, without
some additional information with respect to which subtrees of the tree under
constructioa are finished and which are not. Although they were not devised for
this purpose, local constraints on adjunction provide ezactly this essentisl infor-
mation, because they specify which adjunctions are to be ezpected, forbidden
or necessary.
The information provided by the NA constraint, supports incremental real-
isation in the most sttaightforward way. When a link is associated with an NA
constraint, the subtrees underneath the nodes that are connected by means of
the link are finished, provided it contains no nodea constrained by an SA or OA,
or only terminal nodes11. It can be concluded that these subtrees are finished
and therefore can be realized, whether or not the rest of the tree structure is
still under construction.
In the case of a link constrainted by OA, it is evident that the subtrees under-
neath the nodes connected by the link are not finished. Thus we have conclusive
evidence that the factual realization of these subtrees has to be postponed. The
information provided by an SA constraint is less straightforward, although not
less useful. The fact that a certain adjunction is ezpected ( or rather, admitted)
can be used, because it is conceivable that the tree pairs activated by the logical
form ezpression are already available, at least known to be activatedl~.
6.2 Factoring Linear Precedence
A time adjunct like yesterday can be adjoined to a derived tree pair correspond-
ing to the sentence `John kisses Mary' at sentence level. In case, the tree pair
corresponding to yeaterday is known to be activated, but not yet available, one
has to postpone the realization of the entire tree structure, until this tree pair
can be used to perform the adjunction. However, the realization of the sentence
need not be postponed, if the time adjunct is allowed to occupy sentence final
position, like in the case of yeaterday.
Due to lezicali:ation, the fact that the time adjunct yeeterday can occupy
sentence initial and sentence final position, necessitates its inclusion in the lezi-
11 All possible sub~titutions within a subtree have to be performed.
17Algorithms presented for lezicslised TAG psising make use of a prescleeted set of elemen-
tary struetures, which sre activated by the input string (Schabes ic Jo~hi [1991J and Schsbes
[1990] ).
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con twice. If we assume a factorization of linear precedence within the syntactic
component of the tree pairs in the lezicon, aa suggested by Joshi ([1987])13,
these tree pairs can be collapsed into one.
The fact that the time ac~junct becomes available at a later stage, can now
be reflected by starting the realisation of the sentence immediately and thereby
ruling out the possibility of yeaLerday occupying initial position, automatically.
This way yeaterday is forced to occupy final positioa. In case it is not possible for
the time adjunct to occupy final position, there is still the possibility of akipping
the part of the logical form ezpressioa corresponding to the time adjunct or
rather start all over again. This way factoring linear precedence aids in avoiding
choice problems, thereby enabling the tactical generator to reflect temporal
aspects of the generation process in a similar way as in Kempen 8c Hoenkamp
[1987J and De Smedt (1990].
Joshi's ID~LP treatment of Finnish word order (Joshi [1987]) results in tree
structures with crossing branches. Although crossing branches can be very
useful to describe local discontinuities, it has serious consequences with respect
to the computational properties of (synchronous) TAG. It seems feasible to
eztend Earley's algorithm along the lines suggested by Shieber [1983J in order
to allow for direct parsing of ID~LP TAGs; but in case the ID~LP format
used resulta in crossing branches, it becomes necessary to modify the ïormal
definition of tree structures and as a result of that parsing complezity increases
(Bunt [1991J).
So far we have not encountered any reason to factor linear precedence in
the logical form component of the tree pairs, although this might be helpful to
capture certain cases of intentional equivalence, necessary to avoid the problem
of logical form equivalence (Appelt [1987] and Shieber [1988]).
? Bidirectional Grammatical Encoding using
Synchronous Z~ree Adjoining Grammar
Synchronous TAG supports incremental construction of tree structure. More-
over, local constraints on adjunction provide the information necessary to per-
form realization in an incremental fashion. The factorization of linear prece-
dence makes a mimicking of certain temporal aspects of the generation process
possible.
The semantic terminals can be viewed aa the minimal characteristic input
of the grammatical encoder. The fact that a lemma will be activated whea
its meaning matches part of the preverbal message can be viewed as retrieving
tree pairs from the lezicoa as a result of parsing a string of semantic terminals.
17There are two differences between the ID~LP formst of GPSG and TAG. Fint, the do-
main of locslity is the elementary ~trueture ~nd ~econd LP re~trictioni are defined for eaeh
elementary ~tructure indepeadently.
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The semantic part of the lemma not present in the preverbal message ia the
atructural aemantic information associated with the semantic terminal, which
becomes available at the moment s tree pair (lemma) will be selected (activated).
Viewing the input of the grammatical encoder as a stream of characteria-
tic input elementa corresponds d'uectly to left-to-right Earley parsing of syn-
chronoua TAG as suggested by Schabea k Joshi [1988] and Schabea [1990]. The
fact that the Earley algorithm does not make use of backtracking, but pursuita
alternatives in parallel, even reinforces this view. In addition, the conceptual-
iser doea not need to have any information whether ita output corresponda to a
complete tree atructure; this bccause Earley's algorithm can determine this on
the basis of the ttee paira in the lezicon, just as it does in the case oï parsing.
The only property of a synchronous TAG with s lezicalised multicomponent
base formalism that does not correspond to Levelt's restrictions on grammatical
encoding is the fact that structural syntactic information is also stored in the
mental lezicon declaratively, as noted in section 3. This is exactly what we
want, because we are interested in bidirectional grammatical encoding and we
think that it can be viewed as an important extension of the model with repect
to parsing.
As s consequence of the compatibility ot synchronous TAG and the gram-
matical encoder in Levelt's model of the speaker, the question arises how syn-
chronous TAG compares with alternative formalisma that satisíy Levelt's restic-
tions on grammatical encoding. There are, in fact, only two formalisms that
do so: Incremental Procedural Grammar (IPG)(Kempen 8t Hoenkamp [1987]),
the grammar formalism Levelt uses in his model, and Segment Grammar (SG)
(Kempen [1987] and De Smedt [1990]).
The intuitions with repect to the domain of syntactic locality implicit in
synchronous TAG are not shared by either IPG or SG. It is therefore difficult
to compare these formalisms. Yet it is possible to point out some important
differences between these grammar formalisma
IPG is a formalism in which linguistic knowledge is represented in a fully
procedural way. It is therefore impossible to use it for parsing. Within SG
linguistic knowledge and control knowledge are separatedl~. However, there are
some serious problems to be solved before SG can be used for parsing as well as
generation without having to rely on separate architectures (De Smedt 1990]).
In contrast with IPG and SG, synchronous TAG establishes a straightfor-
ward mapping between syntaz and semantics, which allows an elegant account
of quantifier acopings. Ftirthermore, it ia not necessary to use absolute positiona
in order to obtain an incremental realisation of tree structures; this because
the local constraints on adjunction provide enough information to distinguish
aubtrees in the tree structure that are finished and which terminal nodes can be
linearised with respect to each other and other lezical itema already realised.
1~SG i~ a procedural grsmmar only ia the sense that it articulate~ u~umptions about both
the formst of grammar rulc~ aad the ~tructure of the ~yntsctic proce~sor (Dc Smedt (1990j).
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8 Conclusion
We have presented a treatment of topicalisation, relativisation and wh-movement,
thereby bringing about a substantial reduction ofthe size offamilies of tree pairs.
The base formalism we use, lezicalised multicomponent TAG does not need to
be eztended, so that the attractive properties of the formalism with repect to
reversibility remain applicable. )~rthermore, the basic intuition about the do-
main of locality implicit in (synchronous) TAG is not violated in any way, due
to the fact that a restricted version of incorporation is used. We think that it is
interesting to investigate whether it is possible to take this approach to the limit
by minimalizing the structural information associated with the verbs in the lez-
icon to the minimal declarative structure (eventually by meana of eztending the
base formalism). This way, it is possible to mimic certain syntactic processes in
an elegant and efticient fashion.
The local constraints on (hyper)links associated with the elementary struc-
turea in tree pairs in a synchronous TAG (in combination with earlier suggestions
with respect to parsing of lezicalized TAG) support incremental realization in
s natural way. In the case of factorization of linear precedence it is possible to
account for temporal aspects of the tactical generation process.
This incremental realization is a key feature with respect to the compati-
bility of the synchronous TAG formalism with the psycholinguistic restrictions
on natural language production as formulated by Levelt in his model of the
speaker. It is argued that left-to-right Earley parsing of logical form ezpres-
sions does not conflict with Levelt's adoption of Wundt's principle and as a
consequence synchronous TAG is very well suitable to be used for grammatical
encoding. In fact, it improves upon other formalisms satisfying the psycholin-
guistic restrictions the model imposes upon grammatical encoding in that it
allows bid'uectional usage according to a uniform architecture.
We think that bidirectional grammatical encoding using synchronous TAG
in the way suggested is attractive not only viewed from a computational and
linguistic point of view, but also form a psycholinguistic point of view. At
this moment, it is not clear which phenomena allow a description in terms
of multicomponent lezicalized tree pairs and which do not. This needs to be
subjected to further research. In addition to that, further research is needed
into the possibilitiea of the use of local constraints on substitution, adjunction
and incorporation in order to support incremental realization which, of course,
heavily depends upon the lezicon being used. The best way to research these
issues is probably by implementing a natural language processing module and
developing a sizeable lezicon along the lines suggested.
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